
ENGLISH    ACTIVITIES      GRADE  6    WEEK   4. 
Ensure  that   you  write  the  heading for  each  activity and  rule  off when you completed.  

 

READING   
WORKBOOK   PG 94/95   Read   the  Story   . Complete  the  BOOK  REVIEW   on  pg 96 

Read   AKPAN     (   CH  9, 10 , 11    Pg  62-67  ) 

 

WRITING :  After   reading , Write  12  lines  on  Akpan’s  Character , using  Adjectives, 

                        Based   on  the  entire   story  .  

   VOCABULARY :    insightful,   courageous  ,   brave,   helpful   ,  hardworking ,  

   Caring  , pro  active  ,   thoughtful .   intelligent  ,  determined ,   

 

LANGUAGE  --   CONTINUOUS   TENSE  ( copy the  table below ). 

  
( Explanation  -  The  verb  is in  the continuous  tense . eg   running / reading / singing . 

Simple present  tense   ------     The  boy  runs  to school .    

Present  continuous  tense -----  The   boy  is  running  to  school .  

Past   continuous  tense -----  The   boy  was  running  to  school .  

Future  continuous  tense -----  The   boy  will  be   running  to  school .  

 
1. REWRITE  THE  SENTENCES  IN THE - PRESENT  CONTINUOUS  TENSE . 

 
1 The  Baker  sells  fresh  bread  every  morning. 
2 Those  naughty  boys  broke  the  glass  window  . 
3.  During  autumn  the  birds  flew  to  warmer  lands . 
4. The  greedy  boy   ate all  the  pies  for  lunch. 
5. After  school  I  go  to  buy  the  bread  and  milk . 

 
      2  REWRITE  THE SENTENCES  INTO  THE -- PAST   CONTINUOUS   TENSE . 
 
       1.. My  teacher   reads  us  an interesting  story .  
       2.  The   whale   swims   across  the  sea .  
       3. The  learners   eat  their  lunch in class . 
       4 . All  my  friend s  play  outside in winter .  
       5. Thabo  travels  to school  by  bus .  
 
3. REWRITE  THE  SENTENCES  INTO  THE – FUTURE   CONTINUOUS   TENSE 

   
   1.The  whole   class  wrote   the test . 
   2. Our  dog  bites  the    delicious   bone . 
   3. At  night  I  watch  horror movies  . 
   4. In the  morning  I  eat  my  cereal.  
   5. On  Saturday  dad  takes  us  for  soccer,   
   

    WORKBOOK  PG  98  . 99  (   Continuous  Tense   ) 

 

   COMPREHENSION   PG  84    

    Answer   Questions    in    full  sentences  pg  85      (   2, 3. 4 )  
 
 


